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Dynamical properties of two bosonic quantum walkers in a one-dimensional lattice are studied theoretically.
Depending on the initial state, interactions, lattice tilting, and lattice disorder, a plethora of different behaviors
are observed. Particularly, it is shown that the two bosons’ system manifests the many-body-localization-like
behavior in the presence of a quenched disorder. The whole analysis is based on a specific decomposition of the
temporal density profile into different contributions from singly and doubly occupied sites. In this way the role
of interactions is extracted. Since the contributions can be directly measured in experiments with ultracold atoms
in optical lattices, the predictions presented may have some importance for an upcoming experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum walks are quantum analog of classical random
walks. Usually they are split into discrete and continuous
walks. Discrete cases refer to situations when one considers
the quantum version of a coin flipping after each step [1]. In
contrast, continuous quantum walks have a different character
based on an appropriate time evolution equation. For quantum
systems, the evolution is determined by the Schrödinger
equation and together with the Hamiltonian they govern the
behavior of quantum walkers. There are different possibilities
related to the physical implementation of quantum walks,
especially connected to quantum optics experiments [2]. One
such realization takes place in optical lattices: atomic physics
systems which imitate structures known from condensed
matter physics. Periodic optical potentials are obtained by
appropriate standing-wave configurations of laser beams. An
advantage of such systems relies on the fact that many
parameters of optical lattices can be tuned and controlled
with a very high accuracy. For that reason atoms in an optical
lattice may serve as a powerful tool to simulate phenomena
from different branches of physics [3,4]. Here the expansion of
interacting particles from well-controlled initial states brings
information about the nature of many-body dynamics (see,
e.g., [5–9]).
Few particle quantum walks have been quite intensively
studied both for photonic and spin systems [10–19]. Recent
experiments [20] demonstrated a high controllability of quantum walks of atoms in optical lattices and nice agreement
between theoretical simulations and experimental results. One
may consider both fermionic and bosonic quantum walks.
For strongly interacting bosons, close to the Tonks-Girardeau
regime, one may observe effective fermionization of the
bosonic motion [21–24]. In the pure fermionic case walks
accompanied by spin-flipping were also analyzed [25]. The
role of interactions and statistics was considered in [26].

Recent studies expanded the quantum walk studies also to
noisy (time-dependent) systems [27–29].
In this paper we come back to the problem of quantum
bosonic walkers in one-dimensional optical lattices. In the
standard approach they are described by the celebrated BoseHubbard Hamiltonian [30–32]
ĤBH = −J
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where âi is a bosonic operator annihilating particle at site i
†
and n̂i = âi âi is a particle number (density) operator. The first
term describes tunneling between neighboring sites and the
second term the on-site interactions. Without losing generality,
we assume J = 1 which fixes the energy (time) unit. Since
the Hamiltonian
" (1) commutes with the total number of
particles N̂ = i n̂i operator, the analysis can be performed
independently in subspaces of a given number of bosons. In the
following we shall concentrate on the influence of interactions
on quantum walkers. To make our study as comprehensive
as possible we consider different initial quantum states |ini⟩
and different perturbations of the model. We assume a family
of initial states, mainly the states in which particles form
Gaussian beams centered around a chosen site of the lattice
l0 . Depending on the number of particles in the system N the
family is defined as
#
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where N is a normalization constant, l0 and σ are the position
of a center and the spread of the Gaussian state, respectively.
Note that in the limiting situation σ → 0, the state with a
†
single site occupied by all particles (âl0 )N |vac⟩ is obtained. In
the case of two bosons we also consider a situation that bosons
initially occupy adjacent sites
†

†

|ini′ ⟩ = âl0 +1 âl0 |vac⟩.
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(3)

Typically we start the evolution from the center of the lattice,
i.e., l0 .
As external perturbations of the model we take into account
three different effects which can be described by the sum of
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three following terms:
(4)

Ĥext = T̂ + V̂ + D̂,
where
T̂ = F
V̂ = V
D̂ = λ
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n(i) = ⟨ψ(t)|âi âi |ψ(t)⟩.

(5b)

l̸=0

†

cos[2π (τ i + φ)]âi âi .

(5c)

T̂ describes the linear tilt of the optical lattice. It mimics
the existence of a uniform external electric field in the
system. The second term V̂ takes into account the most
relevant contribution from long-range interactions. Depending
on parameter α different long-range potentials are described.
For example, α = 1 corresponds to Coulomb-like behavior,
whereas α = 3 is typical for dipole-dipole interactions. It is
worth noticing that in the case of long-range interactions it
may be necessary to take into account other additional terms
related to density-dependent tunnelings [32]. Those, however,
will not be relevant for the simple quantum walkers we discuss
here. The third term D̂ is introduced to mimic random disorder
in the system. Its form is explained and its influence on the
dynamical properties of the system is described in Sec. IV.
One should keep in mind that the physics of interacting
bosons in tilted optical lattices was extensively studied in the
past (some representative references include [33–41]).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly discuss our numerical approach to the problem and we introduce
the concept of partial density contributions describing single
and double occupations, noting that they can be measured
directly in the experiments. In Sec. III we analyze different
dynamical properties of two interacting walkers depending
on their initial state. The analysis is performed for different
arrangements of the lattice and different strengths and types of
interactions repeating, and in some cases expanding, the results
of [20]. In particular, we show that particular components
to the density profile behave differently in the presence of
interactions which can be used as a good indicator of the role
of interactions. In Sec. IV we discuss the effect of disorder
on quantum walkers. We show that quantum walks even for
two particles only reveal similar characteristics as many-body
localization [42,43]. This allows us to claim that the approach
pres ented is an interesting way to observe quantum dynamics
in disordered cases. We show a strong two-body localization
in the case of tilted lattices. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. METHOD

Numerical simulations are performed using the numerically
exact diagonalization of the many-body Hamiltonian in the
Fock subspace of a given number of particles. The time
evolution is expressed in terms of eigenstates |ψm ⟩ and the
corresponding eigenenergies Em in a textbook manner:
!
|ψ(t)⟩ =
⟨ψm |iniσ ⟩ e−iEm t |ψm ⟩.
(6)
m

During time evolution the wave packet, initially localized in
the center of our system, spreads and eventually could reach the
borders at ±L spoiling the numerical results. We terminate the
time evolution well before reaching the borders.
The main quantity which we focus on is the density
distribution of bosons among lattice sites. It can be calculated
directly from a temporal state of the system
(7)

To better understand the behavior of the system we view this
quantity as a hierarchal sum of densities of different local
occupations, i.e., n(i) = n1 (i) + n2 (i) + n3 (i) + . . ., where
consecutive densities nm (i) are calculated according to (7)
provided that the local occupation of the ith site is exactly
equal to m. In the case of the single-boson problem there is
only one contribution to the density n(i) = n1 (i). For the case
of two bosons one may represent the density as a sum of two
contributions n(i) = n1 (i) + n2 (i) where
† †

n2 (i) = ⟨ψ(t)|âi âi âi âi |ψ(t)⟩,
n1 (i) = n(i) − n2 (i).

(8a)
(8b)

Generalizations to a larger number of particles is straightforward.
With this specific decomposition of the density distribution
we are able to study an influence of interparticle interactions
to the behavior of the system. Since different contributions
nm (i) have different sensitivities to the strength of on-site
interactions, their behavior is a good indicator of the role of
interactions in the system.
III. RESULTS

In this section we describe the dynamical properties of the
system in the absence of disorder, i.e., we assume that D̂ ≡ 0.
The role of disorder and its impact on different properties of
the system studied are shown in Sec. IV.
A. Single-particle diffusion

First let us review well-known results for the simplest
possible quantum walk, i.e., ballistic dynamics of a single
quantum particle in a periodic potential. Whenever a system
is described by the simplest Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian (1)
the initially localized wave function of a particle spreads
across the whole lattice. The time evolution of the density
distribution n(i) depends, however, crucially on the initial
state of the particle. As shown in Fig. 1: (i) when the particle
is initially isolated in a chosen lattice site the dynamics
is strongly affected by the presence of the lattice and the
interference pattern is visible during an expansion; (ii) when
the particle is essentially delocalized, i.e., the width of the
wave function is much larger than the distance between
lattice sites, the dynamics is described almost perfectly by
a continuous counterpart of the Schrödinger equation. In that
case a characteristic spreading of the Gaussian state is visible.
It is worth noticing that, in the case of single-particle
ballistic expansion [see Fig. 1(a)], the time evolution of the
density distribution is described analytically by the Bessel
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of the density distribution n(i) in the case
of a single-particle quantum walk. Left panel: Initially the particle
occupies a single lattice site. Right panel: Initially the particle is
in a Gaussian state |iniσ ⟩ with σ 2 = 25. Depending on the lattice
tilting one observes ballistic expansion across the lattice (upper panel
for F = 0) or characteristic Bloch oscillations (bottom panel for
F = 0.5). Note that, depending on the initial state, Bloch oscillations
are related to the different evolution of the center of the density
distribution.

function of the first kind ni (t) = Ji2 (2J t) [44] with the speed
of an expansion characterized by J .
The situation is distinctly different in the presence of
additional lattice tilting T̂ described by the Hamiltonian (5a).
In this case, the characteristic oscillatory evolution of the
density distribution is present. This counterintuitive behavior,
known as Bloch oscillations, is a direct consequence of the
band structure of a periodic potential [33,45,46]. Therefore, it
is a generic behavior in any periodic structure affected by a
constant external force. Depending on the initial state of the
system, Bloch oscillations are manifested in various ways. If
the initial state is localized, in the sense that its natural spatial
width is of the order of the lattice length, then oscillations
are left-right symmetric, i.e., the density profile alternately
expands and shrinks around the initial position [see Fig. 1(c)].
On the other hand, whenever the initial state is wide enough,
an oscillatory behavior is associated with the position of the
center of the wave packet. During the entire evolution the width
of the packet is preserved [see Fig. 1(d)]. A detailed discussion
of that phenomenon is presented in [44].
Periodic-in-time Bloch oscillations are especially interesting for potential applications, taking into account that
the experimental control over such oscillations was achieved
successfully [2,47–50].
B. Dynamics of two interacting bosons

The physics of the system for larger number of particles is,
of course, much richer. Depending on the quantum statistics
and mutual interactions assumed, the dynamical properties of

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the density distribution n(i) for two
interacting bosonic walkers in the case of vanishing lattice tilting (for
F = 0). Depending on the strength of the on-site interaction, (a) the
single-particle diffusion is restored or (b)–(d) the additional inner
density cone is visible. Note that the apex angle of the inner cone,
in contrast to the outer cone, strongly depends on interactions. This
fact is reflected in the different behaviors of densities of singly and
doubly occupied sites (see Fig. 3).

the system can be completely different. Here we concentrate
on the simplest extension of the single-particle model, i.e., the
model with two interacting spinless bosons. Again we analyze
the impact of the external field F but an additional parameter
affecting the picture is the interaction strength U . Note also
that, in the case of two particles, there is much more freedom
in defining an initial state.
To give first insight to the two-particle problem let us
first focus on the situation in which bosons occupy adjacent
sites, i.e., the initial state is given by (3). In this case, the
initial state always has the same energy independently of
the strength of on-site interactions U , therefore comparison
to the noninteracting case is simplified.
In Fig. 2 we show an evolution of the density distribution in
the absence of external force F and different interactions U . As
it is seen, in the absence of interactions [Fig. 2(a)] the resulting
evolution is fully consistent with the single-particle case
[compare to Fig. 1(a)]. Both particles independently spread
across the lattice. Whenever interactions are switched on, then
a specific fragmentarization of the distribution flow is observed
[Figs. 2(b) to 2(d)]. It is visible that for stronger interactions
the density profile n(i) reveals a new component spreading
slower in time. To better understand this phenomenon, we
analyze independent components of the density distribution
originating in singly and doubly occupied sites, n1 (i) and n2 (i),
respectively.
Figure 3 presents results for both quantities obtained for
the noninteracting case (left panel) and for quite strong
interactions U = 2 (right panel). The blue and red plots refer
to contributions from singly and doubly occupied sites, n1 (i)
and n2 (i), respectively. These figures, when compared to
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of different contributions n1 (i) and n2 (i)
to the density profile n(i) for different values of on-site interactions
(U = 0 and U = 2 in left and right panels, respectively) in the case
of the untitled lattice. The contribution from singly occupied sites
is almost insensitive to the interaction strength (upper panel with
blue densities) On the other hand, the time evolution of doubly
occupied sites is strongly affected by interactions (bottom panel with
red densities). As a consequence, the doubly occupied site density is
responsible for the appearance of the second cone in Fig. 2.

corresponding plots in Fig. 2, explicitly show that the contribution from n2 (i) is mostly responsible for the central cone
of the complete density profile n(i). It means that the quantum
walk for bound pairs is slower for stronger interactions. This
result is a direct consequence√of an effective tunneling rate
for paired bosons [46] t2 = ( U 2 + 16 − U )/4. Due to the
conservation of energy, this kind of a pair-tunneling is strongly
suppressed for strong interactions since the intermediate state
with a broken pair has essentially different energy.
C. Role of long-range interactions

The Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian (1) contains on-site interactions only. In consequence, the only coupling between
lattice sites originates in single-particle tunnelings. Therefore,
it is interesting to inspect dynamical properties of the system
whenever other types of coupling are present. The simplest
way to utilize this idea is to take into account the long-range
interactions described by Hamiltonian (5b); see also [26].
Figure 4 shows that the presence of long-range interactions
may significantly affect the evolution. Results from the left and
right panels of Fig. 4 should be compared to those presented in
the right panel of Fig. 3. Then all plots are obtained for the same
initial state |ini′ ⟩ and the same on-site interaction U = 2 but
for different long-range forces (for V = 1, and for V = 5 with
α = 3, respectively). For small V its presence enhances the
transport increasing the effective tunnelings. When the V term
becomes dominant (right panel) the fact that the Vl ni ni+l term
makes the connected sites nonresonant becomes important: the

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the density distribution n(i) and its
contributions from singly and doubly occupied sites in the presence
of long-range interactions. All plots are obtained for the same strength
of the on-site interactions U = 2. Left and right panels correspond
to V = 1 and V = 5, respectively, while α = 3. The comparison to
the right panel in Fig. 3 reveals that for relatively weak long-range
interactions a broadening of the internal density cone (originating in
doubly occupied sites) is observed while for large V the transport is
suppressed as the interaction modifies the effective chemical potential
of different sites making the transport nonresonant.

transport becomes slowed down, both in the single and in the
double particle sector. On the other hand, the exponent of the
decay of interactions α has a surprisingly negligible effect
for the parameter values chosen indicating that the dominant
contribution of this interaction comes from the V ni ni+1 term,
which is α independent.
D. Effect of external tilting

Two-particle quantum walks are even more interesting
when we consider the nonzero external force in the Hamiltonian described by (5a). Then, as expected, Bloch oscillations
are again present and for vanishing on-site interactions previous results obtained for the single-particle case are reproduced
[compare Figs. 5(a) and 1(c)]. In the presence of mutual
interactions an evolution of the density profile is essentially
different, as presented in Figs. 5(b) to 5(d). The most important
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of the density profile n(i) of interacting
walkers initially occupying neighboring lattice sites in the presence
of additional tilting of the lattice F = 0.1. For vanishing interaction
the known result for the single-particle case is reproduced. Whenever
local on-site interactions are present in the system, an additional
spatial structure in the density distribution appears. It is related to
the additional contribution from doubly occupied sites (compare to
Fig. 6).

change is visible in the center of the system where an additional
structure appears. It is a counterpart of the internal cone known
from the F = 0 case. As shown previously, nonzero on-site
interactions change mostly the density component related to
doubly occupied sites. Appropriate contributions from singly
and doubly occupied sites are shown in Fig. 6. It is quite
interesting to note that, for stronger interactions, oscillations
of the density in doubly occupied sites have smaller width, but
their temporal period is always precisely two times shorter than
the period of oscillations in the sector of singly occupied sites.
These aspects were discussed in detail theoretically [45,46]
and also confirmed in experiments [20].
E. Role of the initial state

Up to now, all simulations were performed for two particles
being initially in adjacent central sites. However, as known
from the single-particle cases, the initial configuration strongly
affects further evolution. To show that a change of the initial
state may have a huge impact on the dynamical properties
of the system we compare three situations. In Fig. 7 we
present the time evolution of the density distribution n(i)
in the presence of interactions and lattice tilting (U = 5
and F = 0.1) for three initial configurations: particles are
separated by one empty site [Fig. 7(a)], particles occupy
adjacent sites [Fig. 7(b)], and particles occupy exactly the
same site [Fig. 7(c)]. These examples show evidently that
two-particle dynamics crucially depends on the initial state
and is affected mostly when particles start from the same or
adjacent sites. For particles occupying initially the same site
the density distribution is carried out practically entirely in

FIG. 6. Time evolution of different contributions to the density
profile (singly and doubly occupied sites in upper and bottom
panels, respectively) in the presence of external tilting of the lattice,
F = 0.1. Left and right panels are calculated for U = 0 and U = 2,
respectively, and they should be compared to appropriate plots in
Fig. 5.

the subspace of doubly occupied sites [compare Figs. 7(c)
and 7(d)]. Only the minor fraction of the density distribution
comes from the single-occupation sector. As is seen, the initial
separation between particles leads to a rapid reduction of
the importance of doubly occupied sites [Fig. 7(a)] and the
density distribution is dominated mostly by the contribution
from singly occupied sites. This results in the dynamics of
the single-particle case being recovered. Let us note that all
three initial configurations studied are quite similar when
viewed from the single-particle density profile point of view.
However, these configurations have completely different initial
energies due to both different contact interactions and effective
tunnelings. This is the reason why the time evolution is
dramatically different.
An observed dependence of the density distribution n(i) and
its contributions from doubly occupied sites n2 (i) on the initial
state can be viewed as a direct consequence of the conservation
of the energy. Whenever on-site interactions are present, any
tunneling process has to compete with the change of interaction
energy between initial and final state. Whenever particles
occupy the same lattice site the tunneling process breaking
the pair is strongly suppressed due to the energy conservation.
In consequence, the second-order tunneling of a whole pair
becomes dominant and the evolution is governed mainly in
the sector of doubly occupied sites n2 (i). The opposite is true
if particles initially occupy distant sites, the interaction energy
prevents the system from putting both particles in the same
site. In this case the density distribution n(i) is dominated by
singly occupied sites n1 (i).
It is also worth noticing that the initial state also influences
the direction of the spreading of singly and doubly occupied
sites. In the case of bosons initially occupying adjacent sites
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FIG. 7. Dependence of the time evolution of the two-particle
system on the initial state. (a) Density distribution n(i) when
bosons initially are separated by one empty lattice site. (b) Density
distribution n(i) when bosons initially occupy adjacent sites. (c)–(d)
Density distribution n(i) and its contribution from doubly occupied
sites n2 (i) when bosons occupy exactly the same lattice site at the
initial moment. All plots are obtained for the same parameters U = 5
and F = 0.1.

[Fig. 7(b)] the density contribution n2 (i) spreads mainly in the
direction of the gradient of the force while contribution n1 (i)
has opposite flow. This behavior is not present when particles
initially occupy the same lattice site.
Let us finally consider two-particle evolution starting from
the Gaussian initial distribution, |iniσ ⟩ with nonzero width
σ 2 = 25. Figure 8 presents the results obtained for different
interactions U and different tilting of the lattice F . The first
row [Figs. 8(a) to 8(c)] refers to quantum walks without lattice
tilting. As it is seen, on-site interactions enhance the spreading
of the initial distribution. This is not surprising bearing in
mind that we consider here repulsive interactions. The second
row [Figs. 8(d) to 8(f)]indicates that interactions affect also
Bloch oscillations of an initial Gaussian packet when lattice
tilting is present. When the strength of interactions is of the
same order as the tunneling rate, i.e., for U = 1 [Fig. 8(e)]
oscillations of the density profile are destroyed and some
irregular behavior is observed. This is a direct consequence of
a balanced competition between single-particle tunnelings and
on-site interactions. However, in the strong interaction regime
U = 10 [Fig. 8(f)], regular behavior is restored and oscillations
are present again. Although both evolutions of the density
profile seem to be very similar for weak and strong repulsions,
they are driven by fundamentally different mechanisms.
This difference is clearly visible when density distributions
are decomposed into contributions from singly and doubly
occupied sites (third and fourth rows in Fig. 8, respectively).
When interactions are switched off both contributions have
similar evolutions in time and they simply add up to the full
density n(i) [Fig. 8(g) and 8(j)]. On the other hand, for very
strong interactions, the contribution from singly occupied sites

FIG. 8. Time evolution of the two-particle system for particles
initially prepared in a delocalized Gaussian state |iniσ ⟩ with σ 2 = 25.
Three columns correspond to different strengths of the on-site
interactions: U = 0, U = 1, U = 10, respectively. The first two rows
show the time evolution of the density distribution n(i). The top row
corresponds to F = 0 and the second row shows the results for a
titled lattice with F = 0.2. The two bottom rows show contributions
from singly and doubly occupied sites n1 (i) and n2 (i) to densities
n(i) presented in the second row. Although the contribution from
singly occupied sites is the same for weak and strong interactions,
for intermediate interactions U ∼ 1 it is highly irregular. In this
range of interactions the contribution from doubly occupied sites also
undergoes a specific transition changing its oscillation frequency and
its amplitude. See the main text for details.

remains unchanged, but the contribution from doublons is
essentially different, i.e., the amplitude of its oscillations is
much smaller and the frequency is doubled [Figs. 8(i) and 8(l)].
At the same time the doublon contribution to the dominant part
of the density profile [Fig. 8(f)] is negligible. This observation
suggests that the system undergoes specific transition between
these two scenarios, i.e., the same evolution of both density
contributions for weak interactions and completely different
evolutions of these contributions for strong interactions. For
intermediate interactions the system is strongly affected by
both scenarios, which is manifested in the irregular evolution
of the densities [Figs. 8(e), 8(h), and 8(k)]. This observation
can be utilized experimentally when different two-body
correlations are studied [20].
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IV. DISORDERED SYSTEMS

Let us now study what information we may obtain from the
quantum walkers approach in the case of disordered systems.
To that end we slightly modify the Hamiltonian and we add a
small on-site disorder term (5c) of the form
!
†
D̂ = λ
cos[2π (τ i + φ)]âi âi ,
(9)
i=1

where λ measures a strength of a disorder. Instead of a truly
random disorder, we investigate the quasirandom disorder
induced by a cosine modulation of on-site energies (chemical
potential). Such a situation is routinely realized in experiments
[51–53] by adding a second weak optical lattice with a period
almost√incommensurate with the primary lattice. Here, we fix
τ = ( 5 − 1)/2 while φ is an arbitrary but fixed for a given
realization. The results obtained are averaged over various
realizations (typically a few thousand) obtained by varying the
phase φ.
A. Single-particle localization

Whenever one considers the evolution of a single quantum
particle in a no-tilted lattice (F = 0) the situation is well
known and understood. Therefore, we will only briefly show
its properties.
Without going into detail, it is a matter of fact that any
one-dimensional system of this type manifests Aubry-André
[54] localization in the configuration space for λ > 2 [55]
rather than technically different Anderson localization. The
latter occurs for a truly random disorder for all eigenstates
in one-dimensional systems regardless the disorder strength.
In Fig. 9 the time evolution of the density distribution for
different disorder values are presented. A weak disorder
λ = 0.5 [Fig. 9(a)] leaves the early time evolution almost

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the density distribution n(i) for a single
quantum walker initially occupying the single-lattice site in the
presence of the lattice disorder. For large-enough disorder (λ > 2)
system manifests the Aubry-André localization.

unaltered. When compared to the λ = 0 case [Fig. 1(a)] one
observes almost purely ballistic expansion with some small
corrections. Note, however, that for stronger disorders the
transport across the lattice slows down and a central part of
the wave packet seems to be trapped close to the site initially
occupied [Fig. 9(b)]. The situation is markedly different for
λ = 2 (the critical value) as well as λ = 3 when after a short
initial spread the wave packet freezes its position in time. This
phenomenon is one of the signatures of the localization.
B. Many-body localization in the absence of tilting

While the quantum walk of two noninteracting particles
in a disordered potential was considered in the framework of
Anderson localization [12], in the case of interacting particles
the situation is much more complicated. Our understanding of
physics in this case in the presence of the disorder underwent
significant progress recently mostly due to the identification
of the many-body localization phenomenon [56]. Previously,
common understanding was built on the assumption that
interacting particles in the presence of the disorder should
“thermalize” in the sense of the eigenvector thermalization
hypothesis [57]. While the isolated system as a whole evolves
in a unitary way without losing any information, averages of
local observables in typical evolved states should thermalize,
i.e., the system locally loses memory about the initial state.
Many-body localization is the completely opposite effect. In
the presence of localization local averages do not thermalize,
systems are conjectured to be integrable and possess a
complete set of local integrals of motion [58]. Many-body
localization has been extensively studied and in the last five
years many interesting results were obtained. For excellent
recent reviews see, e.g., [42,43].
On a theoretical level, many-body localization is often
built on identifying different properties of the system in the
thermodynamic limit. Recently, a few existing experiments
consider finite but quite large systems to support this approach
[51–53,59]. Inhomogeneous initial states are often used to
study the dynamics in many-body localization (see, e.g.,
[60,61]). Here we would like to investigate whether some
evidence of many-body-like localization may be observed for
just two particles using the quantum walk approach.
Let us thus compare localization properties of the system of
two bosons with those obtained for a single particle subjected
to the same disorder of the lattice. The time evolution of
the system for exemplary parameters is shown in Fig. 10.
Again we consider the situation where the initial state has
bosons occupying adjacent sites of the lattice. During the
evolution particles interfere with the tendency to localize
(the disorder amplitude λ = 2 is critical for noninteracting
particles). Observe that in the presence of interactions (right
panel) the propagating wave packet seems to localize better
than in the absence of interactions (left panel).
This behavior can be quantified in the spirit of the manybody localization phenomenon. One of the key characteristic
features of the many-body localization, making it fundamentally different from any single-particle model, is that
the entanglement entropy between two subsystems of the
model grows logarithmically in time [62,63]. To compute the
entanglement entropy we divide our lattice into two equal
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FIG. 10. The time evolution of the density distribution n(i) for
two bosons initially occupying adjacent sites of the lattice in the
presence of disorder (λ = 2). As it is seen, in the presence of
interactions (right panel) the propagating wave packet is localized
better than in the absence of interactions (left panel). Note that the
localization of the wave packet is amplified although interactions are
repulsive.

sublattices A and B and we compute the reduced density matrix
of the subsystem by tracing-out remaining degrees of freedom
from the density matrix of the system
ρA (t) = TrB (|ψ(t)⟩⟨ψ(t)|).

(10)

Then we directly determine the entanglement entropy as
SA (t) = −Tr[ρA (t) ln ρA (t)].

(11)

Indeed, as seen Fig. 11, a logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy is observed as soon as the on-site interactions
have nonzero values. It seems interesting that this fundamental
signature of the many-body localization, associated typically
with many-body physics, appears here as a characteristic
of two-particle dynamics. This raises the question if the
logarithmic entropy growth observed is really a signature
of the many-body localization or rather it is a feature of
two-particle entanglement in the presence of disorder. The
answer is straightforward when noninteracting cases of two
bosons are considered. As it is seen in Fig. 11 (blue lines)
in these cases we observe saturation of the entanglement
entropy, which is in agreement with its standard behavior for
the Anderson-localized phase rather than for the many-body
localization phenomenon.
The entanglement entropy also saturates in the absence
of disorder (compare Fig. 12). Here the mechanism is quite
different. Due to a ballistic spreading in the lattice (compare
Fig. 2) the density becomes very low (system is very dilute) and
the growth of entanglement quickly saturates after a relatively
short time corresponding to few tunneling times (compare
the horizontal scale in Figs. 11 and 12). The saturation level
depends on the interaction strength as the initial entropy growth
depends on the interactions. In the presence of the disorder
also the short time dynamics is affected by the interactions,
however, the localization observed for a sufficiently strong
disorder prevents the fast spreading in space and leads to a
long time (logarithmic) entropy growth shown in Fig. 11.

FIG. 11. Time dependence of the entanglement entropy SA for
different strengths of the on-site interactions and for two different
disorder amplitudes λ = 2 (upper panel) and λ = 3 (bottom panel).
One observes that, in both cases of the disorder, the entanglement
entropy saturates for the noninteracting system U = 0. Whenever
interactions between particles are present, the entanglement entropy
grows logarithmically in time with the slope almost independent of the
interaction strength. This observation is in agreement with predictions
for the many-body localization phenomena.
C. Localization in a tilted lattice

Finally, let us present results for the evolution in tilted
lattices in the presence of the quasirandom disorder. We
consider small disorder amplitudes, far from the localization,
i.e., λ = 0.1 and λ = 0.2. We check that the results obtained for
these parameters are generic and similar for other values of λ.
As before, we start with two particles occupying adjacent
sites in the center of the lattice. In the presence of the
disorder Bloch oscillations are still present but they have
irregular character and additional decay of their amplitude
is observed (Fig. 13). The decay is larger for the higher
disorder present in the lattice. It is worth noting that a
similar damping of Bloch oscillations was observed recently
in the experiment with oscillating electrons [48]. It was also
studied theoretically [64,65]. Note that the damping of Bloch
oscillations is enhanced by interactions.
The collective properties of the system in the presence of
an external field F and interactions U may be further analyzed
by decomposition of the density profile n(i) to its occupation
component n1 (i) and n2 (i) (Fig. 14). As it is clearly visible,
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FIG. 12. Entropy of entanglement time dependence in the absence of disorder for different interaction strengths given in the
figure. Short time dynamics is interaction-strength dependent. Due
to a ballistic spreading the entropy of entanglement saturates after a
short time corresponding to few tunneling times.

in contrast to the case without disorder, the density of doubly
occupied sites is almost completely pined down to the area
around initially populated sites and oscillations of the density
in this sector are almost invisible. Surprisingly, this strong
dephasing effect is present for relatively weak disorder λ =
0.1. This suggests that a role of disorder can be substantially
amplified when many-body problems are considered.

FIG. 13. Time evolution of the density distribution n(i) of two
bosonic walkers initially occupying adjacent sites in the presence of
the disorder when additional tilting of the lattice is turned on. Top
and bottom rows correspond to the noninteracting case U = 0 and
on-site interaction U = 2, respectively. Results are averaged over
100 realizations of disorder. Note that in the presence of interaction
specific decay of the Bloch oscillations is present.

FIG. 14. Time evolution of contributions from singly and doubly
occupied sites n1 (i) and n2 (i) to the density distribution in the case
of interacting system U = 2 presented in Fig. 14.
V. CONCLUSION

We show numerical results for two bosonic quantum
walkers in optical lattices with an external field in a wide
range of parameters. The additional field term leads to Bloch
oscillations which temporal period and width strongly depend
on a field strength. In a two-particle system on-site interactions
induce oscillations of the density of doubly occupied sites at
double frequency with appropriately diminished amplitude.
In the case of initially delocalized particles (with Gaussian
distribution) the interactions tend to destabilize oscillations
for intermediate interaction values. Surprisingly, stronger interactions again stabilize Bloch oscillations of the wave packet.
In addition, we also analyze the behavior of the quantum
walkers in the presence of lattice disorder. We believe that such
studies have been missing in the literature. Interestingly we
show that the logarithmic growth in time of the entanglement
entropy, which is characteristic for the many-body localization,
may be observed already on the level of quantum walks of
two particles. Moreover, even a relatively small tilting of the
lattice strongly diminishes the role of the disorder. The system
remains localized with Bloch oscillations being damped.
Since different scenarios of quantum walks are accessible
in recent experiments on ultracold atoms [20], we believe that
the results presented may have some importance for further
studies of these kinds of systems.
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